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GENERAL
- roofing strategy involving dry vegetation
- densly packed that allows for shedding of water
- pockets of air also ends up making for a good 
insulation material
- used material varies by region: anything you can 
get your hands on
- having a rise today among affluent home-owners 
for a “rustic” look
- no longer recommend covery thatch with anything 
as it can slow down evaporation and thus longevity
- thickness decreases due to compost requiring more 
maintenance than other material
- less flammable then assumed but if caught on 
flame burns slowly due to its density
- its lightness reduces required roof structure but in 
turn cannot carry adequate dead load (snow)



PROCESS
1. vegetation is stacked and bounded on one side into 
bundles | inital module
2. another material with some thickness (dimension 
lumber) added between each layer
3. strips of wood or wire is stretched at ends of each 
layer to secure them in place
5. additional diagonal pieces can be added along 
each horizontal for aesthetic/structural purposes
4. spokes are added on stop of strips of wood to 
substructre or initial roof layer to compress all the 
layers into place

Detailed processes may differ region to region. 
No need to bundle when using palm tree leaves as 
you can keep the stem to secure all the ends before 
layering.
Insetad of having loose strands in the beginning, you 
could weave them to each other



WEAVING
- Semper’s Four Elements of Architecture postulates 
that weaving derives from how primitive walls and 
roofs were made
- different weave patterns among cultures but same 
priciple of wefts and warps
- warp: thicker initial base layer
- weft: thinner interlocking layer
- through industrial age the invention of a flying 
shuttle decreased time to create textiles
- mechanism separate the warp in an alternating 
pattern (0,1,0,1,0,1....) and shoots the shuttle carring 
the weft across
- current industrial looms uses same principal 
as shuttles but has two rapiers on each side that 
“passes” the thread



KNITTING
- simliar to weaving: involves two strands of fabric to 
create something two-dimensional
- 1-D -> 2D
- instead of interlocking in alternating pattern a 
meandering pattern created that pass through each 
other (module)
- results in a more tensile and elastic surface
- texture is created through variation in module, 
generally through size of holes



PERFORMATIVE - insulative
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AESTHETIC - layering



AESTHETIC - weaving
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